
DRIVE THE FUTURE WITH INNOVATIVE, INTEGRATED IN-CAR VIDEO
Situational awareness with livestreaming | Dual-View Camera

Centralize powerful capabilities into one in-car video system; meet Fleet 3. It records the best-quality evidence 

from its Dual-View Camera. Plus, real-time situational awareness features including alerts, live maps and 

video/audio streaming help leaders and dispatchers maintain visibility into what fi rst responders are facing in 

the fi eld. It will change how you think about in-car solutions, all part of the Axon network.

FLEET 3

axon.com/fleet3

/ DUAL-VIEW CAMERA
Panoramic video camera captures clear video evidence, 

and 4k ALPR camera with edge AI processing covers 3 

lanes of traffi  c.

/ INTERIOR CAMERA
Capture with color in well-lit conditions and infrared 

illumination for night view.

/ LIVESTREAMING AND LOCATION UPDATES
Axon Respond enables leaders to receive alerts, 

and view vehicle location and livestreams 

in real-time.

/ VIDEO RECALL
Retains last 24 hours of video for each camera so 

critical footage can be retrieved remotely and no 

evidence is missed.

/ FLEET DASHBOARD APP
One simple interface, camera control, preview and 

tagging of evidence, and zoom.

/ WIRELESS ACTIVATION
Compatible with Axon Signal, which activates cameras 

based on certain events including light bar activation, 

speed threshold, and other confi gurable trigger.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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/ FLEET HUB
Includes secure solid-state storage, wireless 

communications, and garage- and tunnel-friendly 

location system. Footage is uploaded even without       

the MDC over LTE or Wi-Fi .

/ WIRELESS MIC
Capture clear audio up to 1,000 feet away from  

the vehicle with one or two (optional) Wireless  

Mics per vehicle.

/ BWC PAIRING & UPLOAD
Pairs wirelessly with any Axon body camera, and router 

connection can upload footage wirelessly.

/ MULTI-CAM PLAYBACK

Watch up to four in-car or BWC videos recorded at a 

scene using Axon Evidence, with videos automatically 

associated based on device proximity.

DUAL-VIEW CAMERA: Up to 1080p resolution, 

160° field-of-view (FOV) for evidence, 16:9 or 5:2 

panoramic aspect ratio, 12x digital zoom, 360°  

swivel mount

INTERIOR CAMERA: Up to 1080p resolution, 160° FOV, 

4:3 aspect ratio (occupant knee to head), color in light 

conditions, IR illumination in low-light

HUB: 240GB video storage, 5 PoE ports for devices, 10 

inputs for 12V triggers, Wi-Fi, BLE, GNSS

ALPR COVERAGE: Up to three traffic lanes with one 

camera using 4k resolution

VIDEO RECALL: 24 hours per camera

SECURITY: Firmware updates and all evidence 

encrypted on Hub

FLEET DASHBOARD APP: Windows 10 or Windows 7 

required; Android and iOS forthcoming

CAMERA AND HUB OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 
-40°C to +85°C

WIRELESS MIC OPERATING TEMPERATURE:        
-40°C to +70°C

HUB INGRESS RATING: IP52 when mounted in console

CAMERA INGRESS RATING: IP54

WIRELESS MIC INGRESS RATING: IP67

SPECIFICATIONS


